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“It all started by working
on an idea of a semi-
acoustic electric bass that
would produce a sound
that would rival the sound
of the big upright bass
without having to be as big
and cumbersome to travel
or play with. With years of
experience in repairing,
building,  R&D, and some
plain old trial & error, the
concept became a working
reality that produced an
instrument that is stunning
everyone that hears or
plays it. An incredible small
package, with an incredible
Big Sound.”-RC

Blue Note Woodworks

Introduces The Bassic Bass

Now available for the first time to dealers, Blue Note Woodworks’ Semi-Acoustic Electric
Basses, with their Unique Patent Pending Sound Chambers, Solid Premium Tonewoods
and Superb craftsmanship, that rivals the Full Warm Woody Sound of the Upright Bass.



The Bassic Bass has some very unique sounds & features contributed to its exclusive patent
pending sound chambers, lower string tension, and internal acoustic pickups, which gives it
that full warm woody sound, without feedback. And along with its beautiful warm natural
look & feel, another benefit is its size and weight, making it very easily playable for newbies
to pros, and portable enough for travel. Each instrument is “handcrafted” which gives it its
very own unique physical & tonal characteristics. Made from the highest quality materials,
solid tonewoods, and superior craftsmanship, that will please for a lifetime.
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Owner/Luthier/Guitar-Tech Rob Cusumano has
been building and repairing musical instruments
professionally for over 30yrs. He has worked for
some of the world’s largest & most popular guitar
manufactures in the world, including Dobro,
Fender©, Music Man and G&L. New for 2013 he’s
unveiling his new uniquely innovated guitars &
basses.

“All our instruments are Handmade here in the
USA.  And we employ no CNC machines. I have
always been drawn to the early artist and crafts-
men that continued a tradition of a true artistry
form of building, using old world techniques that
was not only consistent but uniquely beautiful
both musically and functionally…making a truly
boutique instrument. Those are the instruments
that are most sought after and most valued even
by today’s standards”. -RC
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